
HOMESTAY GUIDELINES
FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18 STUDYING IN AUSTRALIA

1.0 WELCOME TO HOMESTAY WITH HELLO AUS LIVING

Welcoming an overseas Student into your home not only provides them with accommodation but ofers you and 
your family a wonderful frst hand insight directly into another culture which is both enriching and enjoyable for 
you and the Student alike. It is an excellent experience for the Student to get to know the Australian Culture whilst 
improving their overall English skills where you provide them with a secure, comfortable and nurturing home 
environment. By providing Homestay accommodation you are enabling a Student a valuable opportunity to 
encounter the Australian way of life as well as allowing them to fulfl their international education experience.

Homestay is a term used to describe full board accommodation ofered by a family, couple or single person for 
which a set weekly fee is charged. This fee covers all expenses associated with providing food and shelter to an 
international student.

Homestay host parents must reside in the same residence as the Students. The only exception is where a host owns 
a self-contained fat or bungalow on their own property. All Homestays must be ftted with a smoke detector and it 
is recommended ftting the Students bedroom with one as well.

Host families are encouraged to assist the student's cultural adjustment and support their community and social 
integration. As international Students studying in Australia are young and inexperienced, arriving in a foreign 
country can be quite an unusual and imposing experience for them. It is important that the Host families respect 
each Students ability to adjust to the diferent way of life, including new foods, culture and language. Please be 
aware that they may have very high expectations for academic achievement and bring their own unique cultural 
and religious observances.

No more than 3 students will be placed with any one Homestay to ensure the Students are cared for properly and to 
avoid any legal issues arising within domestic residence legislation and local council laws.

As a Homestay provider you are obliged to notify the Education Provider and the Welfare Guardian of any concerns 
regarding the safety, welfare and wellbeing of a student. You are required to deal with all reports regarding the 
safety, welfare or wellbeing of a student with confdentially and only disclose it to these persons.

2.0 HOMESTAY AGREEMENT

-All students are accommodated in Homestays approved by their Education Provider and Hello Aus 
Living

-Students may not change the Homestay arrangement without the direct approval of their Education 
Provider and Hello Aus Living

-Each Student and each Homestay will enter into an agreement for the services to be provided and the 
costs associated with those services

-It is the responsibility of both the Homestay provider and the Student to read and understand the Terms 
and Conditions of the Homestay

-Any variation to the Homestay Agreement must be negotiated directly with Hello Aus Living. 
Variations may not be negotiated directly with students or parents
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3.0 INSURANCE

-As part of the mandatory requirements for issuing of their International Student Visa to Australia, all 
International students must be covered by a Private Health Insurance Policy 

-Homestay providers are strongly advised to contact their insurance company directly for clarifcation of 
their individual policies in particular in regards to their duty of disclosure as well as need for extending their
cover for hosting a paying guest in the house. Please be aware that as this varies between insurance 
companies, additional insurance may need to be considered to cover such situations. Homestays may not 
be covered for expenses associated with loss or accidental damage to their home, contents, or the 
belongings of the student and therefor these will be the Homestay providers responsibility and not that of 
the Education Provider or Student

4.0 OVERVIEW OF THE ROLES OF THE HOMESTAY HOST

-Provide a high quality home environment that is safe, comfortable and caring including a furnished private
bedroom with study, wardrobe, towels and linen facilities and use of common areas such as bathroom, 
laundry, kitchen and family rooms

-Provide the Student with 3 adequate sized healthy meals per day

-Assist the Student with the use of appliances such as the washing machine, oven etc.

-Ensure Students are provided with their own set of keys to the residence

-Cover the cost of utilities in the room price included in the Agreement

-Establish clear Homestay rules and expectations with the Student

-Include the student in suitable family activities as much as possible

-Provide adequate heating in winter and cooling in summer

-Contact the Students Education Provider, Welfare Guardian and Hello Aus Living in emergencies and 
advise of any matters of welfare or breach of house rules

PROVIDE ONGOING CARE FOR THE STUDENT BY:

-Ensure a welcoming environment, encouraging them into family life and activities 
particularly during holidays and over the weekend

-Provide support and understanding to overcome cultural integration issues, homesickness and 
ensure their mental health is being monitored

-Ensure the Student has acceptable hygiene habits

-Assistance with orientation, particularly ensuring Students understand the directions, purchasing 
of tickets and methods of transport to and from their Education Provider 

ADVISE STUDENTS FOR THEIR OWN SAFETY ON THE FOLLOWING:

-Don't carry large amounts of cash around

-Travel in groups whenever possible

-Understand the Public Transport timetables well ensuring not to miss last services home

-It is best to avoid using public transport late at night

-Never walk down quiet or dark streets after dark

-Identify and advise to stay away from risky areas at night
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5.0 SUGGESTED HOMESTAY RULES

The Homestay provider should establish a clear set of rules that the Student must adopt whilst living in the 
Homestay and ensure they are explained to Students upon arrival

-Maintain regular times for meals and ensure all family and guests participate in dinner together

-Limit the time for TV usage on school nights. For 13-14 yrs until 8:30pm / 15-17 yrs until 10:30pm unless 
otherwise negotiated with the Homestay Host 

-Set a cut of time for allowing guests in their private room at night

-No overnight guests in private rooms unless prior approval has been given by the Homestay Host

-Set quiet times at night

-No smoking or cooking in rooms

-Students should be discouraged from eating meals in their bedrooms

6.0 STUDENTS RESPONSIBILITIES

-Ensure the Host is aware of their health and well-being and express any concerns

-Maintain that they are contactable at all times by either their Welfare Guardian, their Education Provider 
or their Homestay Host

-Ensure their own personal hygiene is maintained

-To be responsible for their own study pattern

-Maintain respect for the personal space of the other members of the Homestay Home, and their privacy

-Maintain their room is left sanitary and the way it was supplied to them, when vacating (leaving)

-Develop social relationships and shared experiences with the family that strengthen the Homestay 
relationships where they participate in the day to day routine and activities and include themselves in the 
Homestay families way of life

-Maintain House security by being responsible for their own set of House keys and ensuring never to write 
the Homestay address in the Key ring tag (incase of loss) and lock all windows they have previously opened 
and doors if they are the last to leave the house

-Accidents do happen around the house, so do not be alarmed. If something is damaged or broken around 
the Homestay, ensure the host is informed straight away. If the student caused the damage, they 
should ofer to pay for the repairs/replacement

FOR EXAMPLE: In Australia men and women are considered equal and all members of the family share the 
housework therefore Students should ofer to include themselves in the families daily chores and socialise with the 
other members rather than only residing in their private bedroom whilst at home and;

-assist with clearing the table after meals

-maintaining that all areas of the home are left in the way that they were found

-ensure they are at home for the designated meal times unless prior notice has been given
and agreed upon with the Homestay Host

-Maintain a set time for using amenities, such as limiting showers to 5mins once a day, 
waiting for a full load of washing and only wash on a given day etc.

-Considering other family members with use of shared appliances
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7.0 FURTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HOMESTAY HOST

-Maintain an open channel of communication, where any problems are discussed directly with the Student 
to try to resolve the situation frst

PLEASE ADVISE THE APPROPRIATE CONTACT: WELFARE GUARDIAN, EDUCATION PROVIDER OR 
HELLO AUS LIVING IF:

-A serious issue arises before it escalates

-If the Student is ill and not able to attend their Educational Institute

-The Student is not coping, sufering from ongoing homesickness or is acting in a way which you 
consider to be unsafe or unacceptable

-The Student breaches the established house rules

-The Student has an ongoing difculty with time management, including getting out of bed or is 
frequently late to their place of education as this may afect their required attendance and
be in breach their Visa conditions

-Advise their Welfare Guardian if the Student expresses any concerns in regards to their 
Education Provider, homework or exams

-Advise their Welfare Guardian if a Student is not maintaining their personal hygiene

-Take the Student to see a doctor if they are injured or unwell and advise their Welfare Guardian

-If you are planning to go away, Hello Aus Living must be advised and given reasonable prior notice in 
order for another Homestay to be arranged for the period of your absence. Fees will apply.

PLEASE BE AWARE THAT YOU DO NOT:

-Communicate directly with the Student regarding monetary arrangements including payments, 
invoicing. Hello Aus Living should be contacted directly 

-Discuss matters such as changes to their Education Provider, Homestay arrangements. The 
Students Education Provider and / or Welfare Guardian should be contacted and further advice 
will be given to the student through this channel

-Reject any signs such as ongoing homesickness, struggles of adapting to a foreign culture, that 
the Student is not coping with the requirements of living and studying in another country away 
from home

-Leave the Student alone overnight

-Evade and ignore strict child protection laws in Australia regarding Child abuse and 
welfare and understand any breach is a serious ofence punishable by the Australian law

8.0 HOMESTAY REVIEWS

Hello Aus Living will conduct periodic (at least twice yearly) annual reviews of the Host’s accommodation, to inspect 
the homestay to ensure that the Student’s needs are being met. This requirement is in addition to any reviews that 
may be conducted by the Student’s Education Provider
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9.0 ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS TO BE AWARE OF

-Homestay Hosts should be aware of any foods a student cannot eat due to specifc dietary and or religious 
requirements. Students may not be accustomed to eating the western diet and may have certain routines 
they are used to such as having a snack after school

-Students may show a lack of enthusiasm, be quite shy, nervous and may initially feel lonely or homesick 
from time to time. They may as a result display signs of tiredness due to everything being so new as well as 
experience minor illness due to the stress. Please maintain an understanding and supportive approach 
during this period to assist them to overcome these initial sensitivities

-Due to certain Cultural study backgrounds such as the method that is considered the correct way to study 
or to achieve high academic standard back home, some Students have been known to remain up very late, 
often to study. The Australian study way of life should be introduced and the Homestay Families 
preferences associated with these matters need to be made known to the Student, especially to ensure the 
other family members are not afected by TV's being on late at night, causing disruption by making phone 
calls etc.

-Eastern educational methods emphasise teacher centred learning and learning as reproduction, aiming at 
perfection, using techniques of memorisation, imitation etc. whereas Western learning emphasises on 
personal discovery, encourages questioning, exploration and creativity. The classrooms the students will be 
working in each day will be quite diferent in many respects from the classrooms to which they have been 
accustomed. Being aware of this and discussing these diferences in the Homestay will help the Student 
adjust to the Western way of learning which focusses on being responsible for their own learning

-Observed behaviours to be aware of associated with these diferent learning backgrounds are Students 
are often very polite, obedient, striving to avoid mistakes at all costs, unquestioning, afraid to take any risks 
to avoid loosing face

10.0 GIVING NOTICE

-In the event where an international Student is not satisfed with the arranged Homestay accommodation, 
it is possible for them to request that a more suitable one be found. It is however expected that a Student 
remain in their allocated Homestay accommodation for 4 weeks before giving notice, except in extreme 
circumstances. Each Homestay family has already been approved by the Education Provider and 
specifcally reserved for each Student by Hello Aus Living. Students must give Hello Aus Living at 
least two weeks notice if they want to change their Homestay otherwise fees will apply

-Students Christmas Holiday arrangements need to be approved by their Guardian and applied for in 
writing to Hello Aus Living in advance by 20th Oct otherwise this period will be charged automatically

-If the Homestay Host wishes to terminate the Homestay agreement, the Student and the Education 
Provider must be given at least two weeks notice and seek the Education Providers' approval before 
proceeding with the termination. Termination fees apply, see our Terms and Conditions for details

-Homestay Hosts must notify Hello Aus Living and their Education Provider as soon as possible to any  
changes in the living arrangements, ie family moving, going on holidays, changes to family circumstances  
etc.  Fees may apply, see our Terms and Conditions for details

11.0 BACKGROUND CHECKS

A current valid National Police Records Check / Name only (fees apply) as well as a Working with Children 
Check / Volunteer (No fees apply) needs to be provided to Hello Aus Living and is a requirement for each 
member of the Homestay family that is over the age of 18yrs
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12.0 FINANCES

Hello Aus Living will maintain all Homestay fnances and implement a payment arrangement

PAYMENT OPTIONS AVAILABLE:

OPTION 1 -The Student can pay the entire Homestay costs upfront, at the agreed Homestay rate, 
directly into Hello Aus Living bank account

OPTION 2 -Hello Aus Living can assist the Students' parents and Homestay provider in establishing 
mutually convenient email or direct debit bank transaction system, through which the parents pay the money 
directly into the Hello Aus Living bank account monthly and in advance.
The payments by the student need to be made in advance on a monthly basis, except for the initial payment due 
to the occurrence of a slight delay until Homestay details are fnalised

GUIDELINE FOR HOMESTAY FEES

The relevant fees for Homestay accommodation are decided and agreed upon by the Homestay provider, the 
Students' parents and Hello Aus Living. For example: The current fee for Hello Aus Living quality standard Homestay 
is AUD $350 per week, which includes – Room / Internet / Food  + HELLO AUS LIVING Agency fee of $20GST 
inclusive. Please be aware that due to infation, these Homestay fees may increase each year. 
*The exact amount will be confrmed prior to your acceptance as the Homestay Host

THE WEEKLY STANDARD RATE = AUD $350 per week

MONTHLY IN ADVANCE = AUD $350 x 52 weeks divided by 12 = AUD $1,517 per month

*Monthly Charges – Students Christmas Holiday arrangements need to be applied for in advance by 20th Oct 
otherwise this period will be charged automatically

Please ensure that you do not discuss any payment matters directly with the Student. Homestay providers must 
maintain a high level of diplomacy in relation to any monetary concerns, disputes or queries and strictly seek to 
resolve them directly with Hello Aus Living, the Students parents and their Welfare Guardian only, to relieve the 
young persons involvement in the payment process

13.0 SCHOOL HOLIDAYS

-If Students wish to return home for the duration of School holidays they need to inform their Education 
Provider and Homestay Host in advance as well as if they will be staying with local relatives or friends 
approved and permitted by their parents

 -Student’s key must be returned, their belongs stored by the host, during the duration of any holidays

-Written permission from the Students' parents is also required if they will be away from their Homestay 
Home together with notifying their Education Provider

-In the event where a Student returns home (leaves Australia) for the Christmas School holidays (Dec-
Jan),  a holding deposit - half of the weekly payment for the duration of the time away up to a 
maximum of 6 weeks only and no less than 7 days needs to be paid before Students’ departure and 
must be taken in one block. This needs to be applied for in advance and in writing to both: Hello Aus 
Living and to their Host, by 20th October otherwise the period will be charged automatically 

-Homestay Hosts may decide to include the Student in their own holiday arrangements. The cost of this 
should be discussed with the Students' Parents or their Welfare Guardian

HELLO AUS LIVING  / ABN: 46 099 931 389
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